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Abstract—As (semi-) autonomous systems become more prevalent, accountability for their actions in legal cases becomes crucial. However, understanding the decision-making process of these complex systems can be challenging. System explainability offers a solution by providing insights into how these systems work. In our research vision, we focus on identifying the types of explanations that lawyers need in litigation involving autonomous systems. With an increase in autonomy, these systems get increasingly complex, with some systems even being “black-” or “grey-box” systems where large amounts of their decision making is obscured. By bridging the gap between technology and the law, we aim to enhance the legal process surrounding autonomous vehicles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent incidents involving self-driving cars illustrate the need to hold autonomous systems accountable for the harms that they cause. Civil liability lawsuits play a crucial role in seeking justice for victims. In such cases, judges are increasingly confronted with complex autonomous systems. We focus on autonomous systems in general, meaning systems that make high-level decisions and that may include components based on statistical models or neural networks. Such autonomous systems often operate as “black- or grey-boxes”, sometimes in order to protect manufacturing secrets, obscuring large amounts of their decision-making process.

This opacity poses a challenge in tort litigation, where courts have to attribute losses to responsible parties. It makes it difficult to determine how and why complex autonomous systems make decisions, and consequently for victims to identify the liable person and prove the requirements for a successful liability claim.

One solution to address the “black-box” problem is the development of explainable software systems. This is also referred to as interpretability and transparency. These approaches aim to provide explanations for how algorithms reach their conclusions or predictions. Deriving explainability requirements requires an interdisciplinary viewpoint: Insights from computer science and different social sciences have to be considered.

In this research vision, we focus on requirements that lawyers have for system explanations. We recognise that AI explainability has the potential to assist lawyers in various ways, including policymakers responsible for designing AI regulations. The content, scope, and timing of an explanation vary depending on the specific goal or action it is intended to support.

Our research vision focuses on a specific area where explanations of autonomous systems are needed, namely tort litigation. Courts and attorneys require explanations to verify accident causes and assign responsibility accurately. We explore whether contemporary explainability approaches can provide the necessary information for courts to evaluate tort claims involving autonomous systems. We combine law and computer science to shed light on the opportunities and challenges of using system explanations in civil litigation. Explanations need to align with the legal elements required to succeed in a lawsuit, such as fault, product defect and causality. It is important to understand how the system was explaining itself or how it was explained to users and how the system development process was structured in order to mitigate any unpredictability in the system.

We focus on the challenges that we perceive for engineering explanations for lawyers, as well as the types of explanations that would be necessary in court. In the next Sect. II, we discuss some background and related work on explainability engineering to explore the state of the art in the field. We subsequently give details on the central topics of why, when,
and what to explain in the case of explanations for lawyers in Sect. III. We conclude with a summary and an outlook in Sect. IV.

II. EXPLAINABILITY ENGINEERING

A self-explainable software system is one that provides explanations for its chosen behaviour [6]–[8]. When engineering a self-explainable system, a collection of questions must be kept in mind:

A “Why explain?”
B “When to explain?” and
C “What to explain?”

We focus on these three questions from a technical viewpoint in this section and give answers to these questions from the perspective of lawyers in Sects. III-A to III-C.

A. Why explain?

The process of explaining consists of several phases, where in one of the first phases, the need for an explanation must be identified. Such a need could be some unexpected system behaviour or that an end-user requests an explanation. Only if an explanation is necessary, we need to consider when and what to explain.

The need for an explanation can be identified by monitoring and analysing system behaviour and the environment during run-time, as is sketched for e.g. the modular self-explainability framework MAB-EX [8]. Through such observations, anomalous behaviour that requires an explanation can be found. To reduce the search space for finding such behaviour, approaches exist that classify behaviour with similar reasons [7]. The claim that explanations are needed for anomalous or unexpected behavior was substantiated by [9], who found that explanations were required when a route-following robot deviated from its planned route.

B. When to explain?

For the question about when to explain, the following three phases are often considered [10], [11]:

1) “A priori” (explain before an event happens),
2) “During” (Explain while an event happens), and
3) “A posteriori” (explain after an event happened, “forensic explanation”).

An a priori explanation is helpful for cooperative manoeuvres in human-machine interaction; e.g., before an automated vehicle enters an unknown situation and has to transfer control back to the human driver, it explains the situation to the driver. Explanations during events can be useful, e.g., in emergency situations; the automated vehicle has to do an emergency braking manoeuvre, and prepares the passengers for this with a quick explanation. This is particularly important when something unexpected has occurred. Finally, explanations after an event are of interest, e.g., if an irregularity or even an accident occurred, and it must be determined what caused this event; e.g., an accident with two automated vehicles occurred and an engineer or court needs to verify whether a malfunction in one of the vehicles caused the accident.

C. What to explain

What to explain is strongly linked to the question to whom to explain. We can identify several types of explanation recipients with different requirements regarding the type and depth of an explanation. The IEEE Standard P7001 on Transparency for Autonomous Systems [17], [18] distinguishes users, the general public and bystanders, validation and certification agencies and auditors, incident investigators, and advisors in administrative actions or litigation. In [19], a procedure is explored with which explanations can be derived automatically from system models, for different explainee types. They propose that, for refining explanations towards different explainees, some system details must be hidden, and some additional information might have to be added, e.g. from requirements engineering documents. In terms of content, according to the results in [9], explanations should be framed in terms of a “mental model” of the system. In particular, engineers wanted to understand what the system believed and what it intended (i.e., was trying to do).

P7001 also emphasises that transparency for those involved in litigation should include documentation of the development process of a system in terms of quality management, audit trails, risk assessments and governance with a particular emphasis on consideration of ethical behaviour.

The question of what to explain also entails the question of how to explain?. Much work on explainability focuses on the use of visualisations for understanding statistical models (e.g., [20]) with a particular emphasis on understanding which features of the input were important to some classification. This set of techniques is often broadly grouped under the acronym XAI. The associated tools are generally intended for use by experts with a strong working knowledge of both the system and the explainability mechanism work. Following [2] there has been a significant strand of work looking at counterfactuals as explanations – establishing which inputs would need to change in order to alter the behaviour of the system. However, such techniques currently fail to distinguish satisfactorily between causation and correlation which has led some to caution against over-reliance on the methodology [21]. “Black Box” natural language generation systems such as chatGPT can also be leveraged in producing explanations [22]. However such approaches naturally lead to additional concerns.
about the accuracy of the explanation itself, if parts of the generation process have been opaque or statistical.

III. EXPLANATIONS FOR LAWYERS

A. Why explain to lawyers?

Autonomous systems can play a role in tort liability cases in various contexts. For instance, in cases involving consumer products, autonomous vehicles, or medical systems, or when algorithmic decision-making by companies or government agencies produce biased outcomes.

Establishing accountability for autonomous systems is crucial when their decisions result in harm. In order to attribute responsibility for the actions and decisions made by autonomous systems, courts need to verify what happened, what caused it to happen, and who was responsible for it. By seeking explanations of autonomous systems, courts can gain insight into the factors and processes that influenced the system’s behaviour, and identify errors or defects that occurred during their operation.

Attributing responsibility for losses is challenging when systems act or decide independently. The unpredictability of their actions makes it difficult to align with traditional legal concepts such as fault, product defect and causality. For instance, in cases involving accidents with autonomous cars, courts must evaluate whether inadequate design by the producer or the user’s lack of attention while driving is to blame. In healthcare, uncertainty arises regarding the accountability of physicians when autonomous systems provide inaccurate recommendations for diagnosis and treatment.

When autonomous systems impact individuals’ rights and liberties, e.g. when used by credit agencies or law enforcement, courts may demand explanations to ensure due process and fairness.

B. When to explain to lawyers?

Courts will generally require two types of explanations. Primarily, courts require explanations after the event in order to understand how the system operated and what caused the accident or harm. Such explanations help determine if the AI system adhered to legal standards, identify defects or biases, and assign liability. These explanations need to be comprehensible to individuals who are not experts in autonomous systems.

Secondly, courts may require second-order explanations: they may inquire what explanations were provided to users before and during system operation to ensure safety and effective human-machine interaction. This may assist courts in determining whether a user met their duty to monitor the system. Courts may also need to verify information provided about the system to certification bodies and other regulatory agencies, in order to establish whether the autonomous system complied with regulatory standards.

C. What to explain to lawyers?

Explanations of autonomous systems need to allow claimants (or their attorneys) to meet the legal requirements for a tort claim, and allow courts to evaluate these. Claimants must firstly be able to recognise that they are affected by an autonomous system. Courts then need to verify whether the producer or the user is liable. Producer liability requires that the product was defective and the defect caused the harm. User liability generally requires that the user was at fault or breached a duty, and that this breach of duty caused the harm.

In both settings, the claimant bears the burden of proof that the product was defective, or the user at fault, respectively.

In a case against a producer, the claimant thus needs explanations allowing her to prove a product defect: e.g. that a sensor failed, hardware was defective or the system was not sufficiently designed or trained for the context in which it operated. Courts may also need to know the overall failure rates of the fleet of systems to evaluate in what situations and how often the system malfunctions. Developers may not have the same level of control over automated systems that manufacturers have over the functioning of traditional products. This lack of control raises questions about the expected level of safety for systems that are designed to make autonomous decisions or take actions. The court’s assessment of product defect therefore involves determining whether the system fulfilled its promise to function autonomously and was genuinely marketed as an autonomous system.

If human machine interaction is required, courts also need information on whether the system adequately instructed the user to intervene at a critical moment.

If the user failed to monitor the system, courts need to verify if the user breached a duty of care and was therefore liable under fault (or negligence) liability. Determining fault becomes ambiguous when system actions cannot be reasonably predicted and users have limited control. To establish the user’s duty of care, courts may need to know under what circumstances the user could rely on the system, what information the user had to critically evaluate the system’s decisions and whether the user could override or otherwise control the system.

Autonomous systems also pose challenges to traditional tort paradigms if the reasoning for their decisions cannot be understood. This reasoning could be relevant to e.g. a physician following a recommendation of an autonomous system, in order to critically evaluate if it is correct. Courts may need explanations of how such a system reached its decision and whether it should have been evident to the physician that the decision or recommendation was erroneous.

To prove causality, courts need to verify whether a breach of duty on the part of the producer or the user materially contributed to the damaging event. In order to do this, courts need to know what happened and what caused it to happen.

In some circumstances, users may be strictly liable, e.g. in several jurisdictions for harm caused by their motorised vehicles. In this case, claimants only need to show causality and harm.

Explanations of autonomous systems can allow courts to reconstruct what conditions caused an autonomous system to fail.

Finally, in some legal systems claimants need to prove that the claimant breached a duty, or a specific legal provision, to establish liability. Courts may require an insight into a broader set of decisions by the system to understand if the harmful decision or action constitutes a breach of duty, right or obligation. The legal standard may require something different from the system being accurate: for instance, if an algorithm takes biased decisions discriminating a particular group, the legally relevant question is not if the underlying dataset was biased, but if the outcome violated the right not to be discriminated against.

Overall, explanations in tort litigation need to be aligned with legal requirements. Explanations need to provide information on the set of facts that must be proven to successfully claim damages. Courts may need to know how a system arrived at a certain decision or under what conditions it tends to fail. Explanations need to allow claimants to prove to the court that some characteristic of the system, or some conduct in developing and deploying the system, or some relationship between the two, falls short of the relevant legal standard.

An interplay therefore exists between explainability and legal requirements. Explanations of autonomous systems can assist claimants in finding out what happened, while procedural rules can alleviate the burden of proof placed on them to prove what happened. Legal research is actively examining the necessary evolution of civil liability laws to address harms caused by autonomous and self-learning systems. The EU has proposed an alleviated burden of proof for liability claims involving AI systems as well as modernised rules for product liability.

To ensure feasible and useful explanations for autonomous systems, a continuous exchange between legal scholars and computer scientists is crucial. Courts can stimulate diverse explanations for different legal settings and audiences.

IV. OUTLOOK

In this research vision we summarised and pointed out the challenges and opportunities of developing explainability mechanisms for lawyers. Developing fitting explanations can help lawyers, judges, and experts comprehend how an autonomous system came to a specific decision or action, making it easier to assess liability and determine causation. We recapitulate our identified benefits of and paths towards developing system explanations for lawyers.

Allocating responsibility. Explanations can help establish a causal link between an autonomous system’s actions and the resulting harm, aiding in tort claims against producers and users. There are inherent limitations to providing explanations for complex autonomous systems. In some cases, it may be challenging to offer intuitive explanations, and it may not always be necessary for the court to have a detailed understanding of what exactly transpired in order to attribute liability. The key question becomes whether an end-user is responsible for the specific situation, if the producer marketed the product responsibly, if the system was adequately tested for the environment, and if its response was unpredictable.

Promoting accountability. It is important to avoid allowing system producers to use the defence of uncertainty by claiming, “It’s Artificial Intelligence, so we don’t know”. Producers should be required to explain how they addressed and mitigated potential unpredictability. By promoting transparency and accountability, we can ensure that the responsibility lies with those involved in developing and deploying autonomous systems, rather than allowing ambiguity to be used as a defence in legal proceedings.

Adapting legal requirements. Next to explanations of opaque and complex systems, courts can be aided by adapting legal requirements, such as negligence or product defect standards. Some potential adjustments include expanding the duty of care owed by end-users to include a responsibility to oversee the autonomous system. Explainability is also a central topic in the EU AI Act, which is currently in the process of being finalised.

Explainability as a standard. In product liability cases, the concept of defect may need to be revised to consider the feasibility of alternative system designs with higher levels of explainability. If such alternatives exist and are deemed reasonable, it could strengthen the argument for product defect claims. Legal standards for proving causation in the context of system-related harm could be adjusted to consider the unique characteristics of these systems. Courts could recognise the importance of system inspection and explanation in establishing a causal link between system behaviour and the harm suffered. If the issues in distinguishing causation and correlation could be resolved then counterfactual explanation techniques might be of significant value here. For introducing explainability as a standard for system design, there is also a close link to an ethical viewpoint on explainability requirements as it is sketched in. A template for engineering explanations that fulfil ethical requirements is provided in their follow-up. In future work, this template could be enhanced to also include the legal requirements that we identified in this vision.

To summarise, explainability and changes to legal requirements of autonomous systems can help mitigate the challenges associated with opaque autonomous systems in civil lawsuits. Improving explainability requirements and revising legal standards must be done with careful consideration of the interplay between them. By promoting transparency, accountability, and the ability to establish causation, these measures can contribute to a fairer and more effective legal system in the context of litigation cases for autonomous systems.
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